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Clearwater Lights introduces a brighter DARLA 
. 

 

 Clearwater Lights, known for their innovative motorcycle and emergency lighting, introduces a new, more 
powerful LED light; welcome Darla! 
  
Intended for use as both a conspicuity light and a driving/riding light, Darla utilizes (3) high power LEDs, an 
advanced digital PWM power supply and a microprocessor-controlled digital dimmer. Constructed here in the 
USA from die-cast aluminum and precision machined parts, these lights promise very long life and durability. 
LEDs can offer long life only if they are designed correctly. Proprietary digital thermal feedback circuits monitor 
LED temperature and regulate pulsed power to extend life to nearly 50,000 hours. Safe operating temperatures are 
realized in all conditions. Less sophisticated lights cannot achieve this level of output and life.  
  
Clearwater pioneered dimmable LED motorcycle lights for the purpose of producing large amounts of light with 
very little power. This new light produces over 2000 lumens with only 24 watts of input power. By switching the 
LEDs on and off at 250 times per second, power savings and perceived dimming can be achieved. Over two times 
brighter than her "twin" sister Glenda, Darla packs a tremendous amount of light in a tiny 2" diameter package. 
Many mounting configurations are possible and hundreds of specific bike applications are available. Mounted low 
on the forks they will help make you more visible and safer. Mounted higher up on a light bar or fairing, light can 
be directed further down the road. The variable dimmer adjusts from a low level to full intensity!  
  
Using Patent Pending technology, these lights can be dimmed to suit any use. Set to low level, they can be left on 
at all times for increased safety.  The dimmer can also be bypassed with a simple flick of the factory high beam 
switch. This “flash to pass” feature is built into all Clearwater lights for extra versatility. Darla has been tested by 
some of the toughest riders in the country in all conditions.  
  
Darla is available now. Suggested retail is $499 a pair. Contact us at Clearwaterlights.com. 
 
 

 


